WELCOME ADDRESS -- PRESIDENT

Dear Esteemed Members,

Greetings.

The following is the anamnesis of issues/activities after assuming the post of President, Indian Psychiatric Society. In the first Executive Committee meeting, I assured all the members that transparency would be maintained in all the issues and requested the members to come with the initiatives for the betterment of the society without incurring expenses to the society. Various committees were formed and to support the excellence in clinical standards and practice, the clinical software development committee was entrusted with the idea of bringing out a software for use of Psychiatrists in academics and practice. The software would be released at Hyderabad ANCIPS 2015.

To have Psychiatry as an examination subject, the Scientific Committee met the MCI officials and voiced our concern. In spite of an explanation about change of the pattern of examination system, we are still continuing our efforts in this regard.

With reference to Mental Health Care Bill 2013,IPS position statement was submitted to the Parliamentary Standing Committee and their report was not in tandem with our suggestions. We had raised our concern during the meeting with the advisor to Central Health Minister. IPS was not invited for the discussion with reference to Mental Health Policy and we voluntarily sent our proposals by mail and posts. The issue of our proposals to MHCB 2013 was discussed with National President, Indian Medical Association and he had promised to support us. Our concern was discussed in the EC meeting of World Psychiatric Association recently. An action committee had been initiated to look into this matter. National Mid-Term CME was conducted at Agra under the chairmanship of Dr. Uttam Garg. On behalf of National IPS, a seminar on Forensic Psychiatry was conducted at Bangalore. I am happy to share that I was elected as Zone 16 Representative and Dr. Roy Abraham Kallivayalil was elected as Secretary General of World Psychiatric Association and this will facilitate an improved communication between IPS and other international associations of WPA.

A book titled as "Synopsis of Clinical Practice Guidelines on Substance Use Disorders and a book on Psychiatry are going to be released at ANCIPS 2015. Under Young Psychiatrist forum, young Psychiatrists from other countries are invited to attend ANCIPS with sponsorship. Efforts were taken to refurbish the ips website and facilitate e voting.

Abstract is the reference book and it gives a birds eye view of all the researches conducted all over India. There are more entries for oral presentations this year and our scientific committee accepted all the entries from the contributors, especially Postgraduates. I sincerely thank you all for your help, guidance and support in all IPS activities.

I conclude with Abraham Lincoln's words.

"The dogmas of the quiet past are inadequate for the stormy present and future. As our circumstances are new, we must think anew and act anew."

And so must we. We need to look at this old issue in a new way, not simply for today but to make our tomorrows more rewarding, more fulfilling, and more compelling because of the change we make today. With your help, we can think anew and act anew on the issue before us today."

Long Live IPS.

Fiat Lux.

With personal regards,

T.V. Asokan

President,

IPS,

WELCOME

It gives me immense satisfaction and pleasure that a compilation of abstracts of all the scientific presentations of ANCIPS 2015 is made available. Such a compendium is highly useful for many researchers. it also gives a glimpse of the research activities that is undertaken across the country. It is heartening that many have sent their work for presentations and it augurs well to inform that accommodating all of them was a herculean task.

I am sure many young researchers get inspired to undertake new projects. Indian Psychiatric Society will strive hard to create a platform to facilitate such talent.

I wish all a happy new year!

Dr. N N Raju,

General Secretary.

IPS

ANCIPS 2015 -- WELCOME ADDRESS

Located in the backdrop of the Musi River on one side and the Hussain Sagar lake on the other, the modern techno-city of Hyderabad is now the common capital of two states, Andhra Pradesh and Telangana and will be the fascinating venue of ANCIPS 2015. As a bustling metropolis of 6.8 million urbanites, it has a mix of modern and historical landmarks. Known as a 'Princely State' during the British rule, it is famous for various landmarks and monuments dedicated to and built by The Nizams of Hyderabad. The most famous of these, the Charminar, symobilizies the end of the Plague, and stands as a global icon for the city. Nicknamed the City of Pearls, due to the history of it being the global trading center for pearls in the early 18^th^ century, it has a bustling trade even today in jewelry, specifically in pearls and diamonds and also gold.

As a city for tourists, its other famous attractions besides the Charminar are the the Golkonda fort, the Chowmahalla Palace, the Salar Jung Museum and the Mecca Masjid. The city is also filled with parks and recreational places such as a the NTR Gardens, the KVR Botanical Gardens, Lumbini Park. Modern multistore malls are also a specialty of the city like the GVK One mall, Inorbitz Mall, etc. Since the city features the second largest producers of film and movies in India, the Ramoji Film City is the ideal home for Tollywood and recently made its way into the Guinness Book of World Records as the largest film studio in the world.

In this great & rich city, we host the 67^th^ Annual conference of Indian Psychiatric Society with the theme of "Mental Illness -- Recovery & Social Inclusiveness". This theme was a careful and well thought-out subject after due deliberation and essentially acknowledging the overall signs of Psychiatry.

Today we realize that mental illness is a broad group of disorders with widening boundaries and re-drawing the discipline of Psychiatry.

Thanks to the advances of psychopharmacology, clinical psychology, neuro-psychology, modern behavior therapies, we are able to bring superior changes in our patients' recovery from their sufferings. This psycho-social understanding is paving way to the newer horizons in quality of life of our patients and their families. No doubt these advances have reduced the stigma for the mental illness in the society.

Mental illnesses many times cause problems in the marital relationship and also occupational dysfunction with the loss of many man hours. That is why social inclusion need to be part of the intervention. Thus, in this conference we have provided the continuing medical education program where importance of stress is covered with reference to all the major mental illnesses.

Bringing out both the historical perspective and modernism, ultimately seeing the changes overtime that benefit our patients through various interventions. This conference also aims to truthfully present the development of various research areas by a record number of 650 free oral papers and poster presentations in the HICC, where the breakthrough technology is available and largest space as well.. It is indeed thought out as a green conference by providing the abstract book brought out by IJP, IJP January issue and the supplement / book 'Psychiatry in India: Training and Training centres' edited by Dr. TSS Rao electronically through pen drive to all the delegates. The young and the not-so-young psychiatrists from Kashmir to Kanyakumari and Gangtok to Gandhinagar will meet, share, discuss and enjoy the academic dissipation and assimilation of brilliant minds. We meet between 8^th^ and 11^th^ January 2015.

Welcome to Hyderabad!

Yours truly

Dr. G Prasad Rao

Organizing Secretary.
